
MATH 131, Setions 02 and 04, Fall 2005Calulus Lab #4Optimization and FirebreaksDUE DATE: Friday, November 18th, Start of lassThe goal for this projet is to apply the theory of optimization of a funtion of one variable toa �re management tehnique alled �rebreaks. Most of the problems an be done using pen andpaper, although you will need Maple or a alulator for some of the omputations. It is requiredthat you work in a group of two or three people. Any help you reeive from a soure other thanyour lab partner(s) should be aknowledged in your report. For example, a textbook, web site,another student, et. should all be appropriately referened. Please turn in one report per group,listing the names of the groups members at the top of your report.Your lab should onsist of oherent and suÆiently detailed answers to the questions below. Besure to answer all questions arefully and neatly, writing in omplete sentenes. As always, SHOWYOUR WORK. You do NOT need to type up your answers for this lab.1. A Warm-up ProblemFind the point on the parabola y = x2 whih is losest to the point (1; 0). Give the oordinatesof this point to six deimal plaes and be sure to show it is an atual minimum.Hint 1: Minimize the square of the distane between a point (x; y) on the parabola and thepoint (1; 0). This avoids square roots. If the square of the distane has a minimum value atx = , then so does the atual distane itself. This is due to the fat that the square rootfuntion is an inreasing funtion.Hint 2: To �nd the solution with enough auray you will need to �nd the roots of a ertainpolynomial using Maple or a alulator. In Maple, the important ommand to use is fsolve .For example, to �nd the roots of the polynomial x4 � 3x3 + 2x� 13, typefsolve(x^4 - 3*x^3 + 2*x - 13 = 0,x);This should output the two real roots �1:525052357 and 3:201133117.2. FirebreaksDo the following optimization problem on �rebreaks, a tehnique used by �re managementoÆials to minimize the damage done by forest �res. This is Projet #4 in the text at theend of Chapter 4, pp. 237-238.Hint: Let x denote the number of �rebreaks. This means that x is tehnially an integer(you an't have 2.3 �rebreaks). However, you should treat x as a real variable just as usual.Finding the x-value whih minimizes the area lost to �re will then help you loate the atualinteger value of x whih minimizes the area lost to �re. Be sure that your �nal answer is aninteger. Part (b) is a little harder. You will need to use Maple or a alulator to �nd theminimum in this ase. See the syntax above for the ommand fsolve.


